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Fredrick Töben thinks –

In 2012 Holocaust Believers go on offensive
– prove the Holocaust happened?
It is now a common pattern of behaviour that during the Christmas festive season Jews and their
proxies mount various forms of attacks designed to destabilise things non-Jewish
non Jewish and to secure a Jew
world view, which is based on the premise that ‘the Holocaust-Shoah
Holocaust Shoah happened’.
An aside: In 1991 it was the failed Adelaide War Crimes Trials that were launched during the
Christmas holidays when the local newspaper, The Advertiser,, advised its readers and Ivan Polyukovic
that he was suspected of being a war criminal. In subsequent newspaper articles it was not mention
mentioned
that a couple of years earlier Australian ‘Nazi hunter’ Mark Aarons had gone around some Ukrainian
villages with a photo of Ivan Polyukovic and asked for witnesses who would be prepared to testify at a
trial in Adelaide. Witnesses did travel to Adelaide and resided at the Hilton Hotel for some weeks, then
returned to Ukraine to build beautiful two-storey
two storey homes for themselves. The Kiev state archivist, whom
I visited in 1999, was one of them. The prosecution reached a dead-end
dead end when the critical evidence
required
equired the witness to identify at 800 metres Polyukovic wearing an armband. He was not asked what
was on that armband – for obvious reasons! The other item of evidence came from Polyukovic’s first
wife whom he had left behind in the village also, like his second wife, named Maria. It came down to
her identifying a particular jacket that he had worn on their wedding day. The Adelaide jury travelled to
Ukraine to inspect a pit where prisoners had been executed, and where remains of German bullet
casings were found. That Polyukovic had been in possession of a German pistol was a known fact. The
problem was to link the casings and actual bullets from this pit site to his pistol, which didn’t exist
anymore. Such circumstantial evidence did not convince the judge,
judge, nor should it – but in matters
Holocaust-Shoah
Shoah evidence is not even needed to find any accused guilty. The Nuremberg erg War
Crimes Trials proved that, which saw many Germans legally executed without any evidence at all. Two
more Adelaide men were accused of having committed war crimes but as in the Polyukovic case the
witnesses proved useless. In the Wagner case a witness was asked to identify the accused – and he
pointed to a man sitting in the public gallery of the courtroom,
cour
whom The Advertiser the next day gave
a headline: ‘I am not a war criminal’! It was a US visitor passing through Adelaide who happened to
have a look at how Australian justice works.
From such a premise the Christian world view is neutralised into a mia culpa culture that drains it of
any creativity it may still have. In the USA, especially, it has reached a crisis point where in some
communities a public display of Christmas traditions is forbidden because ‘it could be considered to be
offensive’ to some minority groups. That the Muslims don’t find Christmas displays offensive is
significant because they are also not afraid of Jews as such; in particular, they have not uncritically
swallowed the nonsense that passes off as legitimate ‘Holocaust-Shoah’
‘Holocaust
’ research.
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An aside: In 1971 during my one and only visit to Israel I had a discussion at Tel Aviv University
where a Jew from New York claimed: ‘I know how to solve the Middle East problem – Russia in Egypt
and USA in Israel’. A local Sabre –native-born Jew, contradicted him: ‘We don’t need outside
interference. The Palestinians are our brothers – we feel like them, we think like them, we speak like
them’. Upon hearing this the New Yorker stormed out the room.
Then the continuing sage of John Demjanjuk still motivates individual German public prosecutors to
pursue him. For such public prosecutors it means nothing that the Israeli Supreme Court declared him
not to be Ivan the Terrible who stood outside the door of the Treblinka gas chamber slicing off the
breasts of the naked women who were forced to walk inside. Here is the latest on Demjanjuk:
*

WWII death camp guard, John Demjanjuk, sues over ‘Nazi henchman’ label
91-year-old claims reporting by Germany’s Bild newspaper was unfair
BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS, Thursday, January 19 2012, 12:02 PM

John Demjanjuk, convicted of being a guard at a Nazi death camp in Poland, is suing over how a newspaper in
Germany portrayed him as a ‘Nazi henchman.’

BERLIN — John Demjanjuk, who was convicted
last year of serving as a Nazi death camp guard,
is asking for German state financial help to sue
the country’s biggest-selling newspaper for
alleged defamation, a court said Thursday.
Düsseldorf state court spokesman Ulrich Egger
told The Associated Press that Demjanjuk is
complaining Bild newspaper’s website labelled him
a “war criminal” and a “Nazi henchman” before he
was convicted last May of 28,060 counts of
accessory to murder.
A lower court granted Demjanjuk financial help to
sue, but for a maximum of (euro) 5,000 ($6,400)
in damages, ruling more could not reasonably be
expected. The 91-year-old is now appealing that
decision, saying that he needs funding to sue for
(euro) 25,000. Egger says it is unclear when a
ruling will be issued. Bild maintains that its
reporting didn’t go beyond the permitted limits,
according to the court.
Demjanjuk’s family says the retired Ohio
autoworker he has no financial resources. He
cannot leave Germany because he has no

passport after being stripped of his U.S.
citizenship ahead of his deportation in 2009.
At his trial in Munich, judges found that evidence
showed Demjanjuk was a guard during the war at
the Nazis’ Sobibor death camp in occupied Poland.
They sentenced him to five years in prison.
Demjanjuk was released pending an appeal. It
isn’t clear when a federal court might rule on that.
The case was the first time someone was
convicted in Germany on the basis only of having
been a guard, without evidence of a specific
killing.
Ukrainian-born Demjanjuk was a Soviet Red Army
soldier captured by the Germans in Crimea in
1942.
The Munich court found that he had agreed to
serve the Nazis as a guard at Sobibor. Demjanjuk
has consistently rejected the allegation, insisting
he never served as a guard anywhere and was
held in German camps himself for much of World
War II.
http://www.nydailynews.com/news/world/wwiideath-camp-guard-john-demjanjuk-sues-nazihenchman-label-article-1.1008676#ixzz1k9MQS0lw

_____________________________________
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That the Holocaust-Shoah world view expresses a vicious and distorted political agenda is exemplified
in what Israelis-Zionists-Jews are doing in Palestine. All that the Holocaust-Shoah believers accuse the
Germans of having done to European Jews during World War Two is actually being done to Palestinians
– expulsion and extermination – so that Erez Israel, from the Nile to the Euphrates, can be established.
Palestinians counter with the refrain: From the River to the Sea, Palestine will be free!

In 1994 Professor Deborah Lipstadt stated: ‘there is no debate on the Holocaust’!
For over 40 years Holocaust Revisionists have been involved in a raging Holocaust-Shoah debate. Why
would eminent Holocaust-Shoah researcher, Professor Lipstadt, make such a statement? Simple: She
was either ignorant of the fact, lying or both!
The recent spate of articles in British newspapers on Hitler, World War Two events or specifically
matters Holocaust-Shoah falls well within the above pattern of behaviour – and more. It seems that
almost 80 years after the event the British media cannot get enough of World War Two stories. Why?
But it’s also the US and Israeli media that keeps harping on that mere 12-year period of world history,
from 1933 to 1945 because what happened during that time was unique – not the Holocaust-Shoah
nonsense but rather the fact that the Germans dared challenge the Anglo-American-Zionist militaryindustrial-financial complex with the concept of ‘with nature’ as opposed to ‘against nature’ and
‘autarky’ as opposed to ‘enslavement and exploitation’.
I have as yet not read Mein Kampf, which I intended to do during my last imprisonment but never got
round to it. My aim is to do it when next I’m inside, and then make a detailed study of it. My listening
to certain Hitler broadcasts indicates to me that we are currently in a similar situation to what the
Germans, the world, experienced during the 1930s when the financial system had reached a logical
breakdown and a new world view had to be developed in order to liberate individuals from usury
enslavement, which is, among other things, the exemplification of applied Talmudic principles. To label
Mein Kampf as antisemitic-racist does not help to clarify anything at all, and the use of these concepts
aims to stop individuals from thinking about global problems that encroach upon Jewish supremacism.
*

‘Mein Kampf’ pamphlet worries Graumann
By ELIEZER SHERMAN AND BENJAMIN WEINTHAL
01/18/2012 06:02

Graumann: "I can truly do without the publication of this hate-filled book that is confused, saturated with antiSemitism to the core." Photo by: Reuters

The president of the Central Council of Jews in
Germany, Dieter Graumann, said Tuesday that while he

could do without the publication of Adolf Hitler’s Mein
Kampf in Germany, he would rather have Germans
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read annotated excerpts from the book than access it
from online sources.
“I can truly do without the publication of this hate filled
book that is saturated with anti-Semitism to the core,”
Graumann said via email to The Jerusalem Post,
stipulating that if one must actually read it, then its
better in the framework of a critical commentary that
would run as an addendum to the book.
Graumann was reacting to British publisher Peter
Mcgee’s announcement that he planned on running an
annotated pamphlet of excerpts from the iconic book,
which was dictated by Hitler while he was in prison in
Germany in 1923.
The German Jewish leader expressed concern about the
potential for popularity that the publication may have,
and the easy access provided by sales in urban kiosks.
“The thought that Adolf Hitler will become a bestselling
[author] makes me sick. Anyone who plans to make
profits with Hitler will certainly never have us on their
side. In addition, no one should allow the kiosk to
become a Nazi hotbed,” he wrote.
British historian and publisher Mcgee explained to Der
Spiegel Sunday that his intention is to allow the
German public to come to terms with the text that
helped spread Nazi sentiments in post-WWI Germany.

“It’s about time the broader public is given the
opportunity to deal with the original text,” Mcgee told
the newsmagazine. That same Spiegel article also
claimed Graumann welcomed the publication, because
it provided a chance to “demystify” Hitler’s book.
Speaking with the Post, Graumann dismissed Mcgee’s
intention.
“That the book is miserably written no longer requires
any more proof. Mein Kampf lies between garbage and
mysticism,” he said.
He expressed hope that if Mcgee insists on publication,
Germans will understand the book is “vicious and
cynical,” especially in a modern context. Graumann said
Mcgee could use an earlier project of his,
Zeitungszeugen – in which Mcgee printed facsimiles of
National Socialist, Communist, and Social Democrat
newspapers
from
between
1933-1945 with a
commentary – as an example of how to frame Hitler’s
text appropriately.
Graumann said the pamphlets will prove the need to
fight anti-Semitism and racism not only as “an
obligation, but [as] a pure matter of course that goes
without saying.”
http://www.jpost.com/JewishWorld/JewishNews/Article.
aspx?id=254098

______________________________________

Hitler's 'Wolf Lair' hidden deep in Polish forest
to be turned into major tourist attraction
By Emma Reynolds, 9:21 PM on 18January 2012
The incident entered popular consciousness again
thanks to 2008 film Valkyrie, starring Tom Cruise as the
rebellious German colonel.
The Wolf's Lair was destroyed by the Nazi forces as
they retreated in early 1945.
The hideout - whose name references Hitler's
nickname, 'Mr Wolf' - consisted of 80 buildings at its
peak and is now owned by the local forestry authority.

'Mr Wolf': Hitler used the now-ruined fortress
conduct meetings and escape air bombardments

to

Adolf Hitler's secret 'Wolf Lair' set deep in the heart of a
forest in north-eastern Poland is to be turned into a
major tourist attraction.
Forestry workers are looking for an investor to help
make the Nazi leader's ruined fortress more accessible
to holidaymakers.
The camouflaged complex in the woodlands of what
was once German East Prussia was one of Hitler's key
military headquarters during World War II.
It is famed as the site of a dramatic assassination
attempt on the dictator by Colonel Claus von
Stauffenberg in 1944.

Secret hideout: Hitler's lair was set deep into the forest,
camouflaged by trees and surrounded by a minefield.

The spot is open to the public, but does not attract
many visitors because it is tucked so far into the forest
and accessible only by treacherous dirt roads.
Staff said they had begun looking for investors to help
build a museum and put the lair on the map for
tourists.
'We are waiting for offers,' said local forestry official
Zenon Piotrowicz. The requirements are quite high
because we want a new leaseholder to invest a lot,
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particularly in a museum with an exhibition that could
be open all year long.'

Famous tale: Tom Cruise in Valkyrie as Colonel
Claus von Stauffenberg, who attempted to
assassinate Hitler at the bunker in 1944

- Freddy Johnson, Pennan Scotland, 19/1/2012 05:20
*
Jews must really hate this dude.
- Your Grandad, Tottenham, 19/1/2012 05:12
*
My daily Hitler story...
- Dirk Bruere, Bedford, England, 19/1/2012 04:31
*
Is there a character from the 20th century that's
discussed ,written, or thought about as much as Adolph
Hitler?" I don't care what they say about me in the
papers as long as they spell my name right"-P.T.
Barnum
- snakemeister, Birmingham-America, 19/1/2012 03:31
*
It looks so great , I would like to visit it.
- Uganda safari, Uganda, 19/1/2012 03:02
*
Do it!
- splassher6s, crackpot yorkshire, 19/1/2012 02:17
*
Just like some old mansions in England that are
haunted by the spirits of the previous dead owners, so
would be the 'Wolf Lair'. There were four professional
soldiers (German generals) killed by the July 20, 1944
assassination blast. Their dead man spirits will certainly
haunt the site of the killings.
- pablo, Los Angeles, California, 19/1/2012

The fortress near the Russian border was built in 1940
and 1941 to protect Hitler and other top Nazi officials
from air bombardment during Operation Barbarossa,
the invasion of the Soviet Union. It had its own power
plant and a railway station.
*
The complex was heavily camouflaged and surrounded
This story highlights the need to de-taboo the whole
by a minefield, which took 10 years to clear after the
1933-45
National-Socialist period. Why? Because we
war.
Comments
are again experiencing a period that resembles so much
Here's what other readers have said. Why not add your
the pre-1933 times that gave rise to Adolf Hitler and
thoughts, or debate this issue live on our message
the National Socialists.
boards.
The global emphasis on this 'terrible and genocidal
The comments below have been moderated in advance.
dictatorial Adolf Hitler' to date hides the fact of his
View all
When Julius Caesar was assassinated (44BC), by
brilliant achievements during his 12-year reign.
several unhappy Old Rome senators it was a personal
The concept of autarky reached glorious heights where
matter, no-one else was hurt and Julius Caesar was
handouts and class hatred had been overcome through
stabbed to death. When Colonel Claus von Stauffenberg
hard work and creative self-reliance.
placed his bomb in 'Wolf Lair' in July 1944 to kill the
devilish Hitler, he knew that he will also kill everyone
Which country in the world still breathes as one body?
inside the "bunker", including all his military colleagues.
Which country in the world has control of its own
Things have certainly changed since the old Roman
monetary supply?
times.
Which country in the world can claim to be a mono- pablo, Los Angeles, California, 19/1/2012 07:06
culture rather than a fractured multi-culture?
*
Fantastic, Prora Nazi resort in the Baltic, then to the
The current global battle is - as it was during the 1930s
Wolf Lair in Poland (pop in on Auschwitz, 2 birds with 1
- not between LEFT and RIGHT but between NATIONAL
stone) and then a jaunt to the Eagles Nest in Germany,
and INTERNATIONAL - as Hungary is trying to realize
looks like a lot of driving for me.
by claiming national sovereignty over European
- Dave, Oulu, Finland, 19/1/2012 06:59
*
hegemony.
Great idea would really like to see this place, just
Fredrick Toben,
imagine a one state without the issues we have today.
Adelaide, Australia,
- Marcus, Newark, 19/1/2012 06:56
19 January 2012.
*
*
Why did the DM publish the word 'tourist' as though it
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article2088543/Hitl
was somehow unimaginable? This building is very much
ers-Wolf-Lair-hidden-deep-Polish-forest-turned-majorpart of European history and of course warrants being
tourist-attraction.html#ixzz1jtaf0kDZ
made into a tourist attraction. Would you rather we do
a Taliban and blow it up so it’s lost forever?
_______________________________________________
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The media saturation continues, especially also in the USA where the financial crisis looms just as large
as it does in Europe. One way of holding together the so-called
so
post-World
World-War-Two NEW WORLD
ORDER is to continue priming the underpinning/overarching
underpinning
ideology of shock--and-horror – as does the
insider job of 9:11 – and the Holocaust-Shoah
Holocaust Shoah myth does this quite well, so we are lead to believe.
Hence the following story from Chicago,
Chicago, and while you are reading this recall that in 1983 the German
University of Göttingen revoked a doctorate of law degree granted
granted to Judge Wilhelm Stäglich during the
1950s. Why? Stäglich, who spent time at Auschwitz concentration camp had dared to contradict the
officially-sanctioned
sanctioned Auschwitz gassing story – and wrote a book about it: The Auschwitz Myth
Myth. The
book is banned in Germany because it tells the uncensored and legally unprotected true story of what
happened at Auschwitz. Now we have an American university honouring a man with a doctorate degree
for telling another side – the official and legally sanctioned narrative of
of the Holocaust
Holocaust-Shoah myth.
*

At 80, Holocaust survivor gets honorary doctorate
Matteson resident never spoke of his ordeal until visit to D.C. museum in 1993
By Amanda Marrazzo,
Marrazzo Special to the Tribune,
January 11, 2012

Sidney Finkel, a Holocaust survivor, gives the commencement address at St. Xavier University after receiving an
honorary doctorate Dec. 17. Joel Wintermantle, Photo for the Chicago Tribune / December 17, 2011
2011.

Sidney Finkel was 7 when Germany invaded Poland in
1939 and the horrors of the Holocaust began for him.
By the time Finkel was liberated, his mother, father and
two sisters had been killed.
The 80-year-old
old Matteson resident never spoke of his
nightmare until 1993, when he and his
h family visited
the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum
Museu
in
Washington.
Since then, he has shared his story with more than
100,000 students at schools around the Midwest and in
Tucson, Ariz.
Last month, Finkel was honored for his example of
survival, resilience and hope at St. Xavier University in
Chicago. He gave the commencement speech to 525
students and 3,000 attendees and was presented with
an honorary doctorate. "Doctor" is an impressive title
for a man who was robbed of his chance for an

elementary education and didn't receive his GED until
he was 55.
"The
he doctorate is an incredible gift," Finkel said. "This is
almost like part of the healing process. The love that
comes from St. Xavier University ... the way they treat
me, is just so uplifting. I am very lucky and very
grateful."
After that trip to the museum
useum in 1993, Finkel said he
was moved to open up about his life because he
realized it was time to heal and important to share his
story with his family.
His son Leon Finkel, of Glenview, set up his first public
speaking engagement at Parker School in Ch
Chicago. At
the time, Sidney Finkel had been retired from a 40
40-year
career at Polk Bros. appliance stores in Chicago, where
he worked as a salesman and manager.
"The reaction was so good. It was just amazing the kids
would listen and applaud and make me feel so much at
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home," he recalled. "I was flabbergasted. I thought,
and his community that he was able to overcome that
'Well, I must have something they want to listen to,'
fear.
and that is what launched me on a second career."
"It got to a point where I was afraid of taking risks or
Today Finkel shares his story with students from junior
doing things, but I made myself do it, and I really did
high school through college, grad schools and in
pretty well," he said.
seminaries.
At age 55 — with his only formal education ending in
His son is moved by his father's courage in continuing
the second grade and a couple of years at a boarding
to talk about his painful past.
school in England before coming to live with an uncle in
"On some level, every time he does it, he is facing his
Chicago — Finkel received his GED.
past, but he is honoring his family and has a story that
Sister Susan Sanders, of St. Xavier, said Finkel,
connects to people," said Leon Finkel, 53.
nominated for the honorary doctorate of humanities
Sidney Finkel also has penned a self-published book,
after speaking to classes at the university, was chosen
"Sevek and the Holocaust: The Boy Who Refused to
for his sincerity and compassion and his willingness to
Die." The book, written in the voice of a 10-year-old
share his story.
child, was completed about four years ago and is used
She said Finkel exemplifies the Catholic school's core
in schools across the country.
mission of encouraging students to search for truth and
"It is really incredible, and they are really studying
work for the common good.
every word that (I) have written," Sidney Finkel said. "I
"We think Mr. Finkel deserves that kind of recognition,"
am very proud. I feel the book is kind of a heritage,
Sanders said. "He was able to survive horrible, terrible
something to leave for the future."
things that we cannot imagine but go on to live his life
Finkel recalls his family being sent to live in a Jewish
being both a loving person and a forgiving person.
ghetto in Piotrkow Trybunalski, where one sister died,
"It is one thing to be able to survive a Holocaust, but
and his mother and youngest sister being sent to their
another thing to talk about those experiences and to
deaths at Treblinka. Finkel, his father and brother
relate to college (students). He enthralls them with his
worked in a forced labor camp before being sent to
stories and his experience."
http://www.chicagotribune.com/news/local/ct-metBuchenwald, where his father died.
holocaust-survivor-degree-20120111,0,5279828.story
Finkel tells students that he was filled with fear after
the Holocaust, and it was through the help of friends
___________________________________________

And now enter the wild card in all this global wrangling for survival of special interest groups that have
had a free ride on the Holocaust-Shoah industry bandwagon for a long time – the Islamic Republic of
Iran. This multi-ethnic and multi-racial state has as its over-arching unifying principle the Islamic
Religion. Since the 1979 Islamic Revolution it has consciously distanced itself from European
colonialism, especially its successor, the Anglo-American-Zionist-international financial consumerism
ideology that has had a global free reign in the Middle East and North Africa since the end of World War
Two.
The December 2006 Teheran Holocaust Conference set the agenda for Iran to further distance itself
from the looming global financial crisis that reached a notable peak at the end of 2008. Iran began
trading out of the US dollar and moved into the Euro for payment of its oil. Now that both the European
Union and the USA have further tightened financial sanctions on Iran, there is now evidence that China
and India are paying Iran in gold for their oil imports.
Sanctions do not work as such because what it does is only make commodities more expensive and
this is the case with Iran, which can buy anything on the global market, except the super computer on
which the USA has a monopoly. Now Britain has begun the sanctioning of foreign media outlets in
Britain, which in the Internet age seems rather nonsense – unless the ‘free and democratic west’ will
begin to censor its own Internet systems, as does China, for example. The following article gives us a
glimpse into what Holocaust-believing Europeans believe and how Iranians are responding:
*

Press TV ban can't halt global awakening
Saturday January 21, 2012 10:50PM GMT
The CEO of the English-language broadcaster Press TV
office in London is the “worst decision at the worst
says Britain's ban on the Iran-based news network's
time.”
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Press TV CEO Mohammad Sarafraz

The nonstop outflow of reports from the beleaguered
territory prompted Israel to target Press TV's office in
Gaza and drew an “organized” wave of complaints from
Jews, he added. Sarafraz called attention to the fact
that the British government appointed Ofcom's highranking officials and also funds the organization, saying
this provides clear evidence that Ofcom functions as the
kingdom's media-control instrument.
The ban and the fine were not the first measures taken
against Press TV in Britain, he said, and referred to
various attempts -- ranging from filing lawsuits and
offering bribes to the use of threats, intimidation, and
violence -- to hinder the activities of the Iranian
broadcaster.
The Press TV CEO said Western media outlets such as
BBC and CNN never face such restrictions, despite the
fact that they present distorted images of events in
Iran and blackout the crimes of Western-backed
dictators in countries like Bahrain and Yemen.
Ofcom is said to have close ties with Britain's royal
family and the cables released by the whistleblower
website WikiLeaks show that Press TV's programs on
the royal wedding, which many in the country described
as extravagant, angered the royal family.
Another Wikileaks cable dated December 6, 2010
confirms the political nature of Ofcom's verdict.
The cable revealed that in a secret meeting on February
3, 2010, Jaime Turner, the deputy head of Multilateral
Affairs at the Foreign and Commonwealth Office's Iran
Group, briefed Poloff, the Iran Watcher at the US
Embassy in London, on Press TV.
Turner said that while lodging complaints at the
International Telecommunications Union has symbolic
value, the British government recognizes that the body
has no enforcement authority and that it is looking at
other ways to address the issue.
"The British government is exploring ways to limit the
operations of the IRIB's Press TV service, which
operates a large bureau (over 80 staff) in London.
However, UK law sets a very high standard for denying
licenses to broadcasters. Licenses can only be denied in
cases where national security is threatened, or if
granting a license would be contrary to Britain's
obligations under international law. Currently, neither
of these standards can be met with respect to Press TV,
but if further sanctions are imposed on Iran in the
coming months, a case may be able to be made on the
second criterion," she added.
MRS/AS/HGL

On Friday, British media regulator Ofcom served Press
TV's London office with an order to pay a 100,000pound fine. The order came hours after Ofcom decided
to revoke the broadcaster's license and to remove it
from the Sky platform under the pretext that the
network had breached its broadcasting code.
In an interview with Islamic Republic of Iran
Broadcasting (IRIB) channel 2 late on Saturday, Press
TV CEO Dr. Mohammad Sarafraz scoffed at the
decision, saying it would not be able to halt the wave of
awakening in Britain and across the world.
He said that the United States and the West have lost
their democratic disguise, which benefitted them for
years, and their media outlets are facing a serious crisis
because their “hypocrisy” is being exposed.
Sarafraz stated that the “medieval” strategy of banning
the Press TV office would not be able to silence the
alternative media outlet, adding that those seeking a
“different voice” will find a way to access the
broadcaster.
The Press TV CEO also dismissed Ofcom's accusations
that the news network breached its regulations.
He attributed the fine and the ban on Press TV's office
in London to the network's efforts to shed light on the
British government's crimes and involvement in
breaches of people's rights, murder, and the plunder of
the resources of various nations during 400 years of
colonialism.
Sarafraz said Ofcom's restrictions were politically
motivated and arose from Press TV's efforts to reflect
the atrocities Israel is committing in the Palestinian
territories and its coverage of the West's violations of
human rights.
He noted that the so-called independent body launched
its campaign to restrict the Tehran-based broadcaster
when it broadcast live coverage of Israel's 22-day war
on the Gaza Strip from late December 2008 to midhttp://www.presstv.ir/detail/222379.html
January 2009, in which over 1,400 Palestinians were
killed and thousands more injured.
_________________________________________________________

Fukushima: The Asian 911 - Sunday 18th of December 2011Godzilla is a symbol of Japans
devastation at Hiroshima and Nagasaki. He is back and badder than ever.
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Fukushima is the worst nuclear "accident" in history.
Many Japanese have come to the conclusion that not
only is their government lying to them about how bad
the radiation is but they are also lying to them about
the entire nature of the incident. Ten months after the
event we now have much more information from
researchers all over the world.
Was it an Accident?
More Japanese are waking up to the idea that
Fukushima was not an accident. American researcher
Jim Stone has done extensive research on this front.
Shortly after breaking this story he was arrested, his
business and home confiscated and he was repeatedly
threatened. Now that is good journalism! A few points
from his articles.
1. There was no 9.0 earthquake as reported by the
Japanese and western media, only 3 5.0-6.0

earthquake as reported by the Japanese scientists on
their seismic websites. This video of the earthquake in
progess shows a busy newsroom shaking but people
are still typing and going about their day. a 9.0 is 10
times stronger than an 8.0 and 100 times stronger than
a 7.0 etc... A 9.0 would have sent everyone flying.
2. The meltdown started 21 minutes BEFORE the
tsunami hit the coast.
3. The claim that the designers of the plant were not
prepared for the "one two punch" of a Tsunami and
Earthquake seems sensible at first but becomes absurd
when one considers that a tsunami is defined as an
earthquake that happens at sea and is a Japanese
word. The designers of the plant most certainly took all
such cases into consideration. The Japanese engineers
are among the world's finest.

I see a Tsunami but no damage to these wooden and concrete buildings. A 9.0 earth quake would have reduced this
entire coastal area to rubble before the Tsunami hit.

A 8.0 is 10 times stronger than a 7.0 and a 9.0 is 100 times stronger than a 7.0
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The Kobe Earthquake caused massive devastation all over Japan. It was only a 6.8, a 9.0 is 100 times stronger and
yet we saw no Earthquake damage at all. Even if it happened 200 miles out at sea, ALL of Japan would have been
severely damaged.

Who did it? Motive and Who Benefits






One year to the day of the meltdown on March 11 2010 Japan announces support for a
Palestinian state.
Japan had offerred to begin enriching uranium for Iran (YNET - Israeli News).
The Japanese were in mass protests against the US Naval base in Japan (NYTIMES). This base
acts as the Rothchilds "ears to the ground" in Asia. The Rothchilds own 80-90% of Israel and
the Balfour Declaration that created Israel was written to a Rothchild.
The Japanese as a people have long been aware of Zionism (NYTIMES), it's global plan and it's
affect on Japan. The Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion was widely distributed in Japan in
the 80's
Henry Kissinger, iconic Zionist Geo political strategist, has been quoted as saying "I think now
Japan will also develop nuclear weapons. Then they will overcome public feeling against nuclear
weapons. Their history is very warlike." Kissinger said in a meeting with Syrian President Hafez
al-Asad at the Presidential Palace in Damascus on May 21, 1974.

Fukushima happened on March 11, 2011, one year to the day Japan announced support for a Palestinian state...
coincidence? The Japanese are sick and tired of being an occupied nation 70 years after the war. Protests were
reaching fever pitch and they needed to ...get the message... Ahmadinejad: Spot me some Uranium bro? Koizumi:
No problem bro, what about Israel though? Ahmadinejad: #%@ da police!

Circumstantial Evidence



Israeli security firm Magna BSP was handling security at the plant.
Manga BSP employees vacated the power planet and left for Israel one week before the meltdown.
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IMF chief Dominuque Strauss Kahn was supposed to meet with the Emperor of Japan right before the
meltdown but canceled his visit only days before. Kahn is a known Zionist overlord and a major Mossad
asset.
Israel has the technical ablity to cause earthquakes (ISRAELNETWORKEWS.com). HAARP could also have
been used as it employs the same technology and can cause earth quakes.

"(IsraelNN.com) The Seismological Division of the Ministry of National Infrastructure's Geophysical Institute will
attempt to simulate an earthquake in the southern Negev on Thursday. The experiment, financed by the U.S.
Defense Department, is a joint project with the University of Hawaii and is part of a scientific project intended to
improve seismological and acoustic readings in Israel and its environs, up to a 1,000 km/621 mile radius."

STUXNET: A weapon of cyber mass destruction






STUXNET, the computer virus designed by the Israeli Mossad
STUXNET was used to sabotage an Iranian nuclear plant (NYTIMES)
STUXNET had a passage from the Book of Ester in it's code. The book of Ester is from the Old
Testament/Jewish Torah and has to do with the ritual murder and plot against Persia. Thus we
can see the Israeli Iranian connection.
STUXNET was written specifically to target Siemens industrial controllers. Fukushima also runs
on Siemens systems just like Iran.
A leading Japanese jounalist Yoishi Shimatsu has come forward and publicly accused Israel of
using STUXNET to sabotage Fukushima. Traces of the STUXNET virus were found at Fukushima
after the incident.

Mini Nuclear Warheads
Reactor 3 was completely demolished. This was blamed on a hydrogen based meltdown. Scientifically
this is impossible. Nuclear reactors are built to withstand amazing pressure and a hydrogen based
meltdown could not have caused such destruction. Looking over the manual for Fukushima gives you
insight into just how tough these structures were.

Fukushima was over engineered to resist even a 9.0 quake directly underneath it. This door to the reactor is over 6
feet thick. Only a nuclear explosion directly within it could destroy such a building.

Reactor 3, on the right, is completely destroyed. Nuclear reactors are among the most robust and well fortified
structures on earth. The Israeli firm put the half ton nuke cameras inside the reactors as well...
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History also shows us that the official story is not possible. The hydrogen meltdown at Three Mile
Island resulted in no damage to the buildings at all. Yet at Fukushima we got a mushroom cloud....

Reactor 3 is on the left. A nuclear test in the desert is on the right. Meltdowns do not cause mushroom clouds...

The Smoking Gun

Reactor 4 is the World Trade Center 7 of Fukushima. It was turned off and de-fueled. Yet it also blew up....

Reactor 4 was turned off and de-fueled, yet still blew up in a mushroom cloud... Oh yeah. It also had a
huge camera installed in it. You can not make this stuff up.
Perhaps it was those huge fancy cameras that looked just like nukes planted inside the reactors by the
Israel security firm that had complete access to the buildings.... nah.
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Israeli Security: We gotta install these cameras inside the reactors." Japanese Engineer: Why are they the size of a
pillar? and why inside the reactor? Why they look like bombs? Israeli Security: Don't ask too many questions, bad
for your health, anti-semite!!!

Previous Historical Evidence




Zionists have already nuked Japan, twice. Eustace Mullins in his Essay "What the Rothchild
Empire did to Japan" talks about who really gave the order to destroy Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
It was Rothchild agents in the City of London, not Harry Truman in Washington. The Rothchilds
own 80-90% of Israel and their seal is the six pointed star on the Israeli flag. Thus Israel has
already nuked Japan over 70 years ago.
Israel has used nuclear radiation against their own people. Operation RingWorm was the
intentional poisining of over 100,000 Jewish Morroccan children. Shimon Peres oversaw the
operation. The children were marched into the desert and bombarded with 35000 the maximum
dose of radiation. 6000 of these children died immediately afterwards. These Moroccan Jewish
children were 100% Semitic much like the native Palestinians, as opposed to the largely
European non Semitic ashkenazi Jews who rule Israel. Thus it can be said that Israel is the most
anti-semetic nation on earth.

How Bad is it

The ongoing nuclear meltdown at Fukushima is now confirmed to be at least 68 times WORSE than
Chernobyl. Considering these stats about Chernobyl and then multiply them by 68X:








Chernobyl accident is equivalent to 500 nuclear bombs used in Hiroshima in 1945.
The releases contaminated an estimated 17 million people to some degree.
143,000 people have been evacuated from contaminated areas of Ukraine
600,000 people took part in liquidating effects of the disaster, 100,000 of which already died or
are now handicapped
Cases of necrosis and thyroid cancer exceed average by 2 and 5 times correspondingly among
the Chernobyl victims.
There are 1.8 million people residing on the territories of Ukraine, Russia, and Belarus, which
are still defined as contaminated
For the 14 years since the disaster 300,000 died in Ukraine alone from the radiation sickness

Chernobyl had lasting radiation effects across all Europe but Fukushima is having effects around the
world as the radiation is leaking right into the ocean. The ocean currents are carrying this radiation
worldwide and tuna fish, which can swim 400 miles in a day are carrying it even faster. The jet stream
is also playing a big part and moving this deadly radiation thousands of miles inland.
The radiation at Fukushima is not only being blown into the air but it is also leaking into the ocean
sending it worldwide via the air and ocean currents.
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Effects on the World
The Center for Disease Control and Prevention has reported a 35% increase in the infant mortality rate
in American north west cities. If you live in one of these cities and are pregnant there is a much higher
chance that your baby will born dead.
The recent CDC Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report indicates that eight cities in the northwest U.S.
(Boise ID, Seattle WA, Portland OR, plus the northern California cities of Santa Cruz, Sacramento, San
Francisco, San Jose, and Berkeley) reported the following data on deaths among those younger than
one year of age:
4 weeks ending March 19, 2011 - 37 deaths (avg. 9.25 per week)
10 weeks ending May 28, 2011 - 125 deaths (avg.12.50 per week)
This amounts to an increase of 35% (the total for the entire U.S. rose about 2.3%). In Canads' the
infant mortality rate for 2011 is up 44%.
Other nations have also been heavily affected, especially in Asia. The USA reports an infant death the
moment it is born, all other nations do not report the death of a baby to the mortality rate unless it has
been alive for sometime.
Many babies in Japan are being killed before their parents even see them because they are too
malformed. The mothers are being told that the babies have died of natural causes. The Japanese
government is doing everything possible to keep this information unknown to the general public.
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Conclusion
Israel was responsible for the sabotage of the Fukushima nuclear power plant.
There was no 9.0 earthquake, only a tsunami most likely caused by nuclear warheads detonated at sea
and a combination of HAARP technology. Israel could also have waited for a naturally occurring tsunami
before activating their STUXNET worm and reactor nukes but as the date of this was one year to the
day Japan announced support of a Palestinian state, the former
form er scenario is more likely.
They are now holding Japan as a nuclear hostage. If Japan does not obey the will of Israel/Rothchild
they will create more tsunami's with HAARP/nuclear warheads in ocean trenches and more nuclear
meltdowns with the STUXNET virus and mini nukes.
The Japanese have now stopped any talk of supporting Palestine, stopped protesting the US military
bases in their country, stopped enriching uranium for Iran and they have handed over control of their
entire banking system to the Rothchilds.
Rothchilds. The Japanese government has ordered the media to stick tot
he bogus story of the 9.0 earth quake and the "accidental" meltdown of the nuclear power plant.

A possible scenario…

ISRAEL: "Give us 6 trillion, forget Palestine, #$@ Iran and the base stays, don't say Sh!t or we blow up
all your plants and drown u to death before you can do a damn thing. Got it ya chinky eyed
mutants?!!!"
JAPAN: "Are you serious? how can you do this? We
W are human beings!"
USA: "He ain't playin, bro!"
JAPAN: "very well... we shall obey for the sake of my people."
GERMANY: "Ha Ha I'm laughing because it's soo not funny. We're shutting our plants down ASAP"
ISRAEL: CRITICAL HIT on all you bitches! Again!
Japan
apan has now become the living laboratory for a nuclear experiment, again.
*

http://www.jimstonef-reelance.com/fukushi
reelance.com/fukushi-ma.html
Jim Stone first broke this story. His investigative journalism was so good that he got arrested. His bank
account and home were taken and now he is homeless. Now that is GOOD JOURNALISM!
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http://www.youtube.c-om/watch?v=CS01Hmjv1
om/watch?v=CS01Hmjv1-pQ
STUXNET
ET is real. Designed by Israel. It has already attacked Iran. A German cyber security expert
breaks it down. STUXNET has the potential to target the industrial systems in ALL western nations...

http://www.youtube.c-om/watch?v=
om/watch?v=-9uwmBGrrVE
HAARP is real and the military, in their internal documents, has admitted that it can cause earth
quakes. They signed the Weather Warfare Treaty in 1977 for a reason..
http://www.youtube.c-om/watch?v=r2dghS1ot
om/watch?v=r2dghS1ot-Aw
Malformed Japanese babies are being killed at hospitals. The parents are told that they died of natural
causes. :(
http://www.youtube.c-om/watch?v=gM9phL_Im
om/watch?v=gM9phL_Im-0I
This video is supposed to be proof of a 8.8/9.0 quake, yet people are still typing and working. a 9.0
would have sent them flying at G3 force.
http://www.youtube.c-om/watch?v=bJuwwwyKX
om/watch?v=bJuwwwyKX-js
Operation Ringworm was the intentional poisoning of over 100,000 Jewish children by the Israeli
government. The prime minster thought that real
real semetic/arab Jews had fleas and needed to be
cleansed.
wad: @whole2th
That sounds like great info! Do you have any leads for me on it or links? I want to be able
to back up everything with some sources.
18 minutes from now
whole2th: Please add the evidence about heating of the atmosphere over the epicenter and
the HAARP magnetometer readings at 2.5 hertz, both beginning on March 8 and continuing
until the "earthquake". The SBX radar platform comes to mind as a possible tool of this
"false flags" event which is blamed on mother nature.
14 minutes from now
heather: Those poor babies
What is this world coming too ?
1 day ago
chiefcantor:
When
I
saw
Godzilla
I
thought
To my horror it is all true. How can 2012 top this
this?
2 weeks ago

this

was

a

joke

....

mamabear: I keep finding more stuff all the time! It is just mind numbing. how this can be
happening. All those poor Japanese mothers losing their children...
2 weeks ago
wad: evil doesn't begin to describe the people who did this. This is simply beyond anything I
can comprehend. These damn lizards....

_____________________________________________
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